
2020 Films

Block 1:
The Curse (9:46) - The patient claims his psychologist that he is being followed 
by an unknown person. But is it true or merely a figment of his imagination?

The Desecrated (7:48) - A young morgue attendant working the night shift 
encounters an unwelcome visitor.

Chateau Sauvignon Terroir (13:10) - 'Chateau Sauvignon: terroir' follows the 
isolated adolescent son of a storied vintner family who finds himself torn 
between obeying his father’s callous restrictions and preventing his ailing 
mother from deteriorating further. When a doting woman and her indifferent 
son arrive seeking a tasting and tour of the winery, Nicolas sees an opportunity 
to help care for his mother, as well as prove his worth to his choleric father. 
However, his wayward plan quickly takes a turn for the worse, and his missteps 
puts his family’s secretive murderous ways in peril of being unearthed.

You're It (6:51) - A group of children decide to play a game of hide and seek to 
alleviate their boredom but nothing could prepare them for the outcome of 
this twisted game.

Malakout (10:00) - Music was his passion... Love was his masterpiece.



Block 2:
Create Your Killer (7:50) - Create Your Killer is the story of three young people, 
Amanda, Adam and Isabella, staying in playing videogames on a Saturday 
evening. Suddenly they find a VHS-tape with the game ''Create Your Killer'' and 
everything changes.

Pitted (3:10) - In this cherrifying trip into one man's mind, we find what makes 
him a sadistic torturer-- of stone fruits.

Perfect (10:21) - A troubled young woman is consumed with the yearning to 
find the perfect man in a crowded NYC dating scene, even if it means building 
one herself, piece by piece.

Hangman (12:06) - Evan's life is in shambles after being left by his wife. His 
situation goes from bad to worse when he discovers his poor life choices aren't 
the only thing haunting him.

Block 3:
Wolves (5:00) - A horror story inspired by the mythology of werewolves in 
Haiti. Taking place in New Orleans, a rebellious teenager desperate for a night 
of freedom tries to sneak out of the house until he is stopped by a threatening 
figure.

Unholy Mole (5:36) - A selfish man sells the soul of his unborn child to Satan in 
exchange for forcing his wife to make guacamole for him. Things go wrong.

Eve (7:33) - Justin and Randi, two career criminals, plan one last job, to rob a 
pregnant enigmatic widow. What is supposed to be a routine robbery suddenly 
turns into a nightmare they will never forget.



Keep Mum (14:59) - A woman wrecks her big family house. The atmosphere is 
eerie. Soon it turns out that her past haunts her, throwing her into a whirlwind 
of emotions and projections as she tries to piece together what happened to 
her and her child; the psyche of a mother pushed beyond the limits of sanity is 
explored.

Block 4:
She Knows (5:25) - A young man deals with the psychological repercussions of 
covering up something he shouldn't have.

Preparation (8:30) - A young woman watches TV alone in the dark while a 
mysterious man lurks outside the house.

Cut to the Chase (2:16) - A knife-wielding maniac chases a woman through the 
woods...but he has more than murder on his mind.

Skin Deep (7:15) - When Nature Springs Cosmeceuticals creates a cream to 
reverse aging, the fountain of youth turns into a fountain of walking death. 
One man stands between the fate of humanity and the undead scourge, and 
that man is Danny Edelman, frustrated scientist and reluctant zombie slayer. 
Danny, researcher Rachel, a security guard, and a marketing exec have twelve 
hours to stop the attack. Their adventures take on an edge of comedy, 
romance, horror and the power of one cosmetic company’s search for eternal 
youth.


